INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
the upper brain, through the general's office. Consider
the army again. Lieutenant A receives the news of a
certain enemy action He passes it on up the hierarchy of
officers to the general But his duty also requires him to
warn his fellow lieutenants B, C, and D. Presently the
order comes back for C and D to move, and finds them ready
to move, thanks to A's warning Suppose this identical
situation recurs again and again C and D will get more
and more accustomed to receiving orders to move, a little
while after receiving A's warning Some day they may
be so ready to move that they do so as soon as the telephone
message from headquarters begins, or as soon as the general's
messenger is seen approaching There is both short-circuiting
and less attention to A's message at headquarters.
B, C, and D are instinctive or reflex, or earlier habitual
actions, and A is a situation a little bit like that which sets
off B, a little like that which sets off C, a little like that
which sets off D. A sends neurone messages to all of
them, but they are not quite the right messages Not
until the further message from the brain comes do C
and D act, while B relapses into quiescence C and
D are ready to act, they receive orders to act, and this
situation is satisfying B is ready to act but receives no
orders, or no permission, to act This situation is unsatis-
fying B will gradually cease taking any notice of A's
warning, while C and D will go off on that warning with
httle or no further encouragement
It is at the synapses, where one neurone makes communi-
cation with others, that, as we believe, the events take
place which decide the path the nerve current will take.
It may pass along various paths, and these will have different
degrees of resistance That path which is frequently taken
by a nerve current comes to have a less resistance This
lessening of resistance, which is believed to take place at
the synapses, may be an actual growing into closer con-
tiguity of the end brushes, or tasselled ends of the neurones,
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